MONDAY MEETINGS.
FRIDAY DEADLINES.
AND EVERY DAY IN BETWEEN.

Our Day-to-Day Tables deliver value on day one. With a variety of top sizes and shapes, bases, laminates and edges, it’s easy to find tables to perfectly support your teams. From collaborative and training spaces to task-focused areas, the broad offering gives people flexibility to meet, learn and work according to their day-to-day needs. You can even add occasional and nesting tables—or height adjustable options to bring greater comfort and flexibility into the workplace.

Minimum adornment. Maximum flexibility.

Integrate Day-to-Day tables with AIS systems and desking products or use as a standalone solution to create the spaces you need.

- Flip-top/nesting, height adjustable and fixed tables
- A variety of top shapes to select from
- Multiple base options in polished aluminum or painted finishes
- Available in 16", 29" and 42" heights
- Tables available with glides or locking casters
- 2mm or reverse knife edge options
- 20 Grade A laminate options
- Many power/data choices
- Over 6,500 table design possibilities
- For additional conferencing table solutions with laminate bases, please explore our Calibrate® Conferencing line

Table Tops

- Rectangular
- Pebble
- Symmetrical
- 120° Corner
- Corner Left
- Corner Right
- 60° Trapezoid
- Blade Left
- Blade Right
- Wedge
- Square
- Round
- Triangle

Table Bases

- Round Post Leg
- Square Post Leg
- Slim Post Leg
- Tapered Post Leg
- Slant Post Leg
- Steel C-Base
- Steel T-Base
- Steel X-Base
- Aluminum T-Base
- Aluminum Double Base
- Aluminum X-Base
- Height Adj. Base
- Flip-Top Base

Laminates

Select from a wide range of finishes, and pair with multiple base and edge options to create just the table you need.*

- Absolute Acajou
- Aimtoo Savatre
- Black
- Brazilwood
- Cabinet Almond
- Chalk
- Corporate Walnut
- Dark Rum Cherry
- Grand Cherry
- Leave Likatre
- Linen
- Looks Likatre
- Midwest Maple
- Nightfall
- Paris White Potteryware
- Recon Oak
- Storm
- Summer Drops
- True White
- Trytoo Savatre

*Not all laminates have matching edgebands. Alternatives can be specified.